Modern Data Warehouses
From Insight Lens Fast Start

Business challenge
Modern Data Warehouses (MDWs) offer greater scalability and cost optimization, and better integration across common tools than the inflexible and costly traditional data warehouses. However, while almost every MDW requires the same architectural pieces around ingestion, transformation and storage, each organization is burdened with figuring out how to best stitch these pieces together for themselves. Now with MDWs from Insight, organizations gain access to a roadmap for their MDW implementation that greatly lowers the time to value for their MDW project, driving efficiency and adoption.

How we help
MDWs with Insight Lens is a metadata-driven architecture for ingesting data from multiple different enterprise data sources using Azure® Data Factory (ADF) and processing/transforming data into an MDW. Now businesses can accelerate their transition from a traditional data storage strategy to an MDW approach, supported by the intuitive and highly templated MDW from Insight Lens.

With MDWs from Insight Lens, businesses can:
- Jumpstart their MDW initiative.
- Greatly lower the time to value for MDW onboarding.
- Benefit from the tailored support of Insight MDW experts.
- Access highly templated MDW deployment architecture.
- Minimize maintenance burdens.
- Remove overly complicated data ingestion strategies.

Duration
2–4 weeks

Benefits
- **Built for scale:** MDWs from Insight Lens has scaled to terabytes of data across dozens of sources
- **Flexible:** Metadata-driven using design templates to easily add data sources combined with leading industry best practices
- **Seasoned architecture:** Based on Insight’s deep expertise and proven with more than a dozen enterprise-scale clients
- **Secure:** Leverages Azure Active Directory® (AD) for table- and row-level access security

Get started
To learn about pricing and how to get started, contact alliances@insight.com.
How to prepare

To ensure you receive the greatest value from this engagement, our experts will need:

- Participation from leaders influenced by MDW from Insight Lens implementation
- Participation from technical engineer(s) responsible for data warehouse & disparate datastores

What to expect

In this two–four-week Fast Start, Insight technical experts will build a PoC that leverages the client’s data and business use cases to showcase the value of MDW from Insight Lens for its organization.

About Insight

At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create meaningful experiences.